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A sign of the end times or· a chance to open intergal.actiC dialogue?
nity for. diversity thi~ may· afford
us," Grayham said;· ;
The day of Armageddon may
. The president admited, "These
be upon Xavier University-a · life forms come seeking an intelleccommunity preparing for its swan tualopportunity, andXavierwould
song;·
.
.
. · be grateful ioboasttheworld's first
.Last Monday, an· alien saucer intergalactic student body."
ranging anywhere from 10 to 15 •
Many different means of commiles in :diameter, descended .and · munication have been used to
perch.ed itself atop the Gallagher · elicit. re~ponse from the visitors,
Student Center.
· ·inchiding AOL instant messaging,
Rep~rls of widespread panic and candy grams, interpretive darice,
frenzied rosary recitations washed balloons with messages on them,
across the· scared and ·bewildered and text messaging.
campus.
The only form ofcommunique
Immediafoly aft~r the saucer that proved effective was the discame to a 'stop, President Ph.D. · play of crosses along the academic
ACLU. Hungarian Diplomi;tt Fr. mall to which an email from alleged
Matthew Gray ham, S.J., said, High Commander~~ee-.i; simply
"University community: Have no stated: "Y~m.people really like the
fear ofour visitors. So far, no com- · letter 'T. "' · · .
munication with the alien craft has
This humorous misunderstandbeen reached, but this obviously ing has 'm!lriY critics ·scratching
does not indicate that they mean us their heads about the intention of
· ariy harm."
the visitors;
"Remember, we are a Jesuit
Senior Subway sandwich artist
university, and as such, we must Phillip Dugglemeister said, "When
consider the magnificent· opportu- they first got here, I. was scared
YOUNG DIRTY BRZA
Editor in Crunk

a
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and requested a personal day. But tained for questioning in front of the of an apparent communication
now it's like, 'Sit or get off the pot, public by a: panel of the committee's deadlock. The latest happening
comes from a joint committee of
ali~ns.' Come get a sandwich or choice.
go home."
Committee spokesperson Joan Xavier and federal officials.
An agreement has been made to
Newswire senior conspirfolo- McCrafy had this to say: "Listen,
gist Durp Chipshirt has a different we're not here to try innocent stu- give the craft until Friday to leave
explanation: "Isn't it obvious? The .dents, but for the safety of the com- or Xavier will issue a polite request
·government sent the ship to moni- munity at large, we have to smoke that the craft moves somewhere
tor the activities and ideas of.this out any space cadets."
else.
radically leftist, socially dangerous
Students are being encouraged· ·
Mission "Excuse Me, Please"
·· institution."
·
to report suspected members of the will be followed on Saturday by
"We' 11 all have our brains si- alien party with a $25 gift certificate · initiative "I'll Even Hold the Door
· phoned out un.der the Patriot.Act, to the bookstore as a reward. Stu- Open if You'll ...".
mark my .word," Chipshirt said; ·
dent reactions have been mixed.
If neither of these provisions
Goveinmentanduniversityoffi~
"I don't care what you're of- prove effective, Xavier and federal
Cials continue to be baffled by over fering, these aliens haven't hurt authorities plan to reconvene on
the meaning of the entire incident. anyone so I don't feel right being Sunday in a very casual, relaxed
·
.·Bewilderment· has not sto·pped encouraged to rat my friends out," style.
paranoia, however.
·
· saidj~nior field hockey major
"God help us if this doesn't
Today, the newly forffied Xavier . Claude.Suckfinger.
work," said Xavier's Non-Violent
Terre.stria} Loyalty Committee .
Freshman shoestring major . Defense Department chair Oxford
released a statement calling for Yvonne Footc;lod disagrees.
Tentfight.
the apprehending .and prosecution
"We, have to be vigilant in deEveryone will have to wait with
of alieged "alien supporters and · taining any space cadets before fingers crossed, ~aited breath, and
sympathizers."
.
their' propaganda destroys more eyes to the sky to know how all !his
So far, the committee reports · people," Footclod said.
will end.
that more than 100 students (mostly
To be sure, these are trying times
The Newswire waits with you.
"Star Trek" fans) have been de~ for all ,of Xavier,. especially in light :Happy April, fools.
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Bursar hilt

Rachel Peters, Editor
News Room: 745-3122
newswire-news@xavier.edu

I'

Many have visited, few have

Lynn Brewer, an Enron whistleblower, is holding a presentation that is free and open to the
public 7 - 8:30 p.m. on Monday
in Kelley Auditorium. Contact
Amanda Odom at odoma@
xavier.edu or x2820 for· more
information.

Gospel concert .
The Gospel Choir invites the
· Xavier community to come out
for its last on-campus conceit
the school year at 5 p.m. on Saturday in the Gallagher Student
Center food court. Guest groups
are ministering, and there are
festivities of food and fun. The.
event is free.
If you have questions, contact the president of the Gospel
Choir, Mina Devine, at x583 l or
xxugc@yahoo.com.

of

Jock Rock
Come watch your favorite
teams and athletes show off their
talents in ways you've never
seen before. The event takes
place at 6 - 8 p.m. on Sunday in
the Cintas Center main .arena.
Tickets are $3' and will be sold in
the cafeteria until Friday during
lunch and dinner, as well. as at
the d.oor. Contact Kim Pbwers
at x3708 or powers@xavier.edu
for more information:

THADDEAUS P. CHUBIKINS
Contributing Writer

No more taxes
There is free income tax
preparation being offered by
Xavier accounting students
5:30 - 8 p.m. on Wednesdays in
Schott Hall on the second floor.
Time is running out. We will be
providing this service for only
three more Wednesdays! Studei:its should call x3236 for an
appointment. .

,· .

,~. AJOUr
I

soul

E!;.t1€Jffice' of the Bursar is finally discovered .

witn~s~ed

and there it was ... a gatewayfo the
underworld," Frazier said; "The
bursar office always h_ad that hellish feel to it. Now I know why."
Frazier described what he saw .on
the other side of the portal' as "hot,
very hot."

PHOTO COURTESY OF CSE.UNSW.EDU .

Satan

Faceboo-IC=-:-fs)f
aced
rot·

. CANDICE JONES
Co11tributi11g Writer

In a recent attempt to end widespread profile stalking, student
networking guru Facebook.com has
shut down, and AOL Instant Messenger has discontinued the use of
away messages.
. According to Face book.com
spokesperson Regina Spankwelts,
"Profile stalking isn't what we're
about. In fact, it's creepy. We 're not
hereto provide a medium for obses"
. sive college students." When asked
whatthe point OfFacebook was, Ms.
Sp!inkwelts became fidgety and then.
declined to comment.
While Facebook goes through an
Internet identity crisis, Internet mes-

er America ~ii~e
ansen confessed, "I
~'"ti!\
\~''t
Ni&
I
rpbler\l i:sn'
,YJ,~U'st:ral!/~know? 'Bio
away messages
r~lesl
.. 0-9:45 1;,Theo 10-11: 15,
selves, b&t the co
t and nbm
French 11 :30?12:45, lunch with tha
. of people~o conteµl\ively~heck gurl~J.ctfnnor to. get my sex~ay
~h~m, rep~ateJ;!Jy..._lik~ 12 tim£~-·bcfof-ay in shape' ... ~nd I couldn't.
1µ three mmutes, ..the11~ .·.
I was beside myself beagain with their entire
cause ... "
buddy list. It's an epiMs. Hansen was undemic and a sickness,
able to finish her comand we want no part of
mentl:iecauseafitoftears
. itanymor~. Plus, it's
and wailing rendered her ·
really c~~epy."
incpmprehensible.
A small vigil imXavier's McGrath·
mediately formed o.n
""'°"'"'""""""""'....ou..."a... ·Health and Counseling
Monday morning when a grouv. Center reports that since the un,of Xavier: residents realized they expected· shutdown ·of the Internet
.couldn't list their whereabouts on ·services, counseling sessions have
.AOL Instant Messenger. Sopho~ skyrocketed. A. representative for
saging p.

comment~ , "

NOTES

Dude, space
Michael Flick, director for
XCEED, is presenting the keynote lecture at 7:30 p.m. on April
6 at the Cincinnati Observatory
Center. The title of his presentation is "The Universe, Life, and
You." This multimedia p~esen
tation is part of the Friends of
the Observatory meeting and is
open to all interested parties. The
Cincinnati Observatory Center.
is located at 3489 Observatory .
Place in Mt. Lookout. Contact
Nancy Downing at x3477 for
more information.

port~d t~~ smell ~

.

.{frtor RacheJ?P,rs
.a
figuf~
leaving
Alter
Hall
at
strange
waftmg ff<?m beh1
For years, Xavier students have the office on~the fi
oor of Alter. ·%J,..l!..m:"11f only got a glimpse of his
,....,,,,_ "Ha!I'""''"":"'""''", face. It was red, 'really.red," Peters
told and retold horrifying tales of the
dastardly doings in the university's
· . "Yeah, I said. "He also had a pointy tail. I
bursar office. Endless waiting in
went in there wonder what that was about?"
line, incoherent forms, and outraone day arid
After hearing all the strange
geous bills are just a few of the·
all I could reports, Assistant Campus News
complaints forwarded by students.
smell was Editor Chad Frazier sneaked into
Until a few days ago, the ex..
sulfur, and I the bursar office to see if he could
planation for these ·problems was heard a bunch 'of screams, then an · find any clues to the mysterious .
merely, "That's how it is. Always evil, deep laugh," said senior Nate tum of events.
was and always will be." But on Wittman~ "Oh yeah, and there was
"It was very mysterious, but I
Monday, junior Andrew Crago re- · also a goat's head hanging on the knew I could find something:there
ported that he received a list of XU wall with a huge pentagram drawn if I looked hard enough," said
· students who .were to be damned· around it."
'Frazier. What Frazier found was
forever, instead of a bill for the fall
There have also been sightings truly shocking. Behind one of the
2006 semester.
of a mysterious cloaked figure go- .file cabinets, he discovered a.secret ..
When asked about the document, ing in and out bf the bursar office at portal to Hen.
the Office of the Bursar responded, strange hours of the night.
"I saw that one of the cabinets
While investigating the report of had the lette~s H, E, L, and L on
"No comment. He will ·get his ...
eternally." Other students also re- the list of damnation, Campus News . the tabs, so I pushed it to one side
.

Enron informer

ret~rhe~'

.

. March 24, 12 a.m. A student was cited after several
illegal aliens were found hiding in
a dorm room in Buenger Hall.
March 24, 8:22 p.m. An e mpl9yee reported the theft
of the Scales of Justice from the
residential mall.
March 25, 11 :55 p.m. Campus Police confiscated a keg
from a room in Kuhlman Hall that
was hidden in a c lqset. S everal
students were cited for underage
intoxication.
March 25, 4:12 a.m.""
An employee reported the theft of
all the computers from the .~ab in
the Gallagher.Student Center.
March 25, 4:30 a.m. Campus Police responded to a report of roommate problems and a·
fight afler· one roommate knocked
over·the other's "beer;imid."

McGrath explained, "When a secure
fixture in a person's I.ife is removed
without warning, the gcief process
takes place. Anger, crying, and
numbness are all common emqtions
when this happens: .What students·
need to understand is tha.t there are
other people out there who are feeling the exact same way-an? they
need ·not check to see if they've
updated their profiles or away mess~ges to eulogize this loss."
. Students received another devastating blow .on Tuesday night
when Myspace.com announced they
planned to follow the .lead of Facebook and AOL's anti-profil~ st.alking
and·away message stance. They will
clos.e their portal on April I ..

Dorm.· makeover
CAlTLIN BURCHILL
Also included is the addition of
Contributing Writer
new posturpedic mattresses and the
At a meeting last Tuesday, the ·sanding down of the painted cinderOffice of Residence Life held a block walls for a smoother finish.
vote on whether. or not-to .adjust
Each room will be furnished with
the living situations and conditions a 27-inch television. and -a DVD
at Xavier University beginning in player.
the fall.
Surround sound speaker installaIt .was. a fight to the death, but,,.....tiotrWill"tJeaV'fillable•at~~n additional
those in favor of ch,ange~'ll</9arr~ cost to th
.
"
edged out the inftuentifil members
Vi
ents r~sidents
who o?ted to k;e~ith tradi ·
e;;t @.~faceli~. 1Jh~ redTh1s yeJif som&lJof th
sty'9~m·e~ pamyv1ll be·
incomitngrres
b~
ej.Qff.,wiCI repjaced with
shocked to see
their sel
·a~lorecjii&at.
.
op~
e balconies)P6'Ve apartments
roomm te is on
sex.
.
. . ii~
four, five a~.ix ~ill be re~uilt to
Due o the s . tial differ- prev~tlfe dnppmg of ram onto
ence in th~elll.~.to male rati<!)~tlie"'Heads of the residents from the
Xavier, it has beenaec!tlrd'Fo'fila'ke. apartments above.
. this adjustment to save money and
New energy-efficient washers
prevent several rooms from being· and dryers will replace the H-VAC
singles.
closets in the apartments. Tues¢ will
· The community bathrooms be free for students to.use. Laundry
will remain divided. This change, detergent, toilet paper, paper towels,
however, will only be occurring in dish towels, dish soap and dishwash.Brockman Hall.
ing liquid will also be provided.
Kuhlman Hall and Husman H!!ll
The electronics available to the
will not !>e left out.
residents of Kuhlman Hall and
Remodeling of the two dormito- Husman Hall will also be available
ries will begin on May is;2006.
to Village .residents at the same
· This will include: neutral toned additional charge to the room and
carpeting to replac~ the. outdated board bill; ·
speckled tiles, updated lighting as
· For all of the university's dorm
opposed to the single ceiling light,· rooms, there will be a selection of
and sturdier bed frames.
color schemes available.

Will
ttle
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NAME: Corey Burton
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: lntemat'I Affairs/
Political Science
'HOMETOWN: Nas.hville, TN
*No picture provided

NAME: Krista Kutz
YEAR; Freshman
MAJOR: Theology/Spanish
HOMETOWN: St. Louis, MO.

NAME: Katy Baldwin
YEAR: Freshman
i·
MAJOR: English/
·•
Communication Arts
HOMETOWN: Toledo, OH

NAME; Jeff McMurray
YEAR: Sophomore
· MAJOR: Public Relations
HOMETOWN: Louisville, KY

NAME: Jennifer Downing
YEAR: Sophomore
.
MAJOR: English (Pre-law)
HOMETOWN: FortMitchell,
.
. .KY

NAME: Elizabeth Meyer
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Theology
HOMETOWN: Fort Mitchell, KY

.

'NAME: Laura Evans
YEAR: Junior ·
.
MAJOR: Psychology
HOMETOWN: Gananna,
. OH

SAG meets. Wednesdays
~t3PM in GSC 214, .
...
.

'

.

'

All are.welporoe. ·

.

·. · ·S(lturday : .·
Aprill,. 2.00.6

...

Ry'Q~~Tf>l.JB .'.
·::·,

. . . . '·.

.

.

~· ,

. , ' ..

NAME: Ted Norman
YEAR: ·Junior· ·
MAJOR: Hi~tciry.
HOMETOW.N:

··

NAME: Katie Grant
YEAR: FreshmCln
MAJOR: Undecided Business
HOMETOWN: Fort Mitchell, KY

NAME: Ray O'Brien
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Advertising
HOMETOWN: La Canada, CA

NAME: Kevin Hoggatt
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: PPP/Spanish
.HOMETOWN: Wilmington, OH

NAME: Jordan Olinger
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Athletic Training
HOMETOWN: Atlanta; GA

...,,.,.~ NAME: Farrell' Kukucka
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Psychology
HOMETOWN: Moon Tp., PN

LEARN HOW TO
CQC)K. · ..

t.JSING5
.

.

NAME: Esteban Gamboa
YEAR:- Freshman ..
,. MAJOR:.lntemat'I Business
:iff HOMETOWN:
Akron
OH .·
'
. '
.. ,
.
I

+·ournqment ·

NAME: Maggie Meyer
• YEAR: Sophomore·
MAJOR: English
HOMETOWN: Dalton, OH

· ·«:.

NAME: Rhiannan Price
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: PPP
HOMETOWN: St. Louis, MO

'

<

.. INGREDIENTS·1 ·. ·..
· :· R.011dolicious·

. snuttle Service

· · . · c9§}qP,g :·> ' .·.

Need a ride to the Dayton
or Cincinnati Airports for
Easter Break?. ·

. . .. April·3rd. · .
Commons ·3rd Floor
Lounge
Sign 11p<in SGA
office

Let Heidi Know!
Send an email to
mallishj@xavier.edu .
Include the Date and Time .
.
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NAME: Craig Scanlon
YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Political Science
HOMETOWN: Gahanna, OH

NAME: Andrew Smith
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Nursing
HOMETOWN: Mnt. Vernon, 01
NAME: Sara Thomas
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Finance
, HOMETOWN: W. Chester, OH
NAME: Zach Treister
YEAR: Freshman ·
MAJOR: Management
HOMETOWN: Charleston, WV
NAME: Kristin Vennekotter
YJ:AR: Sophomore ·
MAJOR: English
HOMETOWN: Ottawa, OH
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We're always looking for passionate, vibrqnt people who arc happy to be of
se1vice and ready· with a welcpming smile. Bahama Breeze is owned by
Darden Restaurants, one of the proven leaders in the fc;ist·growing casual
dining restaurant business. With more than 1.400 Red Lobster, Olive
Garden, Bahama Breeze, Smokey Bones Barbeque & Grill and Seasons 52
restaurants throughout.the U.S. and Canada, Darden Rest?urants is the
. world's largest casual dining restaurant company.

:•·.

Right no~. Bahama Breeze i~ Springdale is looking for:

Servers & Greeters
If you want to be part of one of
the most exciting learns in the
restaurant business with day-one
benefits and exceptional training.
apply iri person al:

Bahama Breeze
325 North Commerce WQy
Springdale, OH 45246 ·

-----------------···-··-·····"·-----.
Oxford Apartments .
1005-0TDana·A.ve.
*Free Heat & Water
*Walk to.Campus
*· Cable/Dial Hook-up.
* Air:-Conditioning
*Parking

No'Y Leasing
$355 and up
http://www.apartmentsincinti.com
:Managers: Art.513-961-3786,: .. ·~: .. _...
Office: 513-474-5093 · · ·

r- I
I

---:-- - - - - -

~

Rick M. S1ngel, D. D.S. ·

• Work Related Injuries • X-Rays
1
• Earaches
• Drug Screening
, Illnesses
• Diagnostic Testing 1
1
• Minor Cuts and Bums • Physical Exams~
• Sore Throats/Coughs • Flu Shots*
Walk In Service • No Appointment Necessary I
Open 7 Days a Week
I
9549 Montgomery.Road • 513-489-3737 I
www.medplusurgentcare.com
I

..:=!!!~.!':.:~=-.!=-~~ J.
------------------

Legal???? 's, Call ...

MICHAEL L. TRANTER
Attorney At Law -XU '97
· 830 Main St:, Ste 806
Cincinnati, OH 45202 .

I

rmsdds52@fuse.net

°11

. II.

~----'-----'--------·

I

1·

513-871-4200

I

•

I'
· .
I,

2752 Erie Avenue,. Suite 9
HYDE PARK SQUARE

I

Board-cert1f1ed phy~ici.1n~ offer qwck
tre.itment of minor in1ur1e~ iln{l lllneHes.

-1

I
I Emergency and Routine Dental ·Care for Xavier I
I
·Students, Faculty and Staff...
I
I . .· . A member of the. XU Family.". . .
. .•

·>

(513) 621-9204'

~'

Free Initial Telephone Consultation

r.· .

-.- ~ -

~-.-·~. ~ -

-

-

-

-.a·.

i:::, 1 ·

Criminal.Law, DUI, Misdemeanors,
Landlord-Tenant, General Practice

_, $$ Reasonable Fees $$

··-----·-·-------------

IN BURRITO CIRCLES,
IT'S ·KNOWN AS ' FANCY PANTS:'
.

.
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.

.
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.
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SOPHISTICATED TASlE.
WASSON@ PAXTON
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A presidential salute

email : newswire-oped@xavier.edu

ST AF F· :~..E· DI T 0 RI AL

Hell no, he won't go

111

Some readers may have already · the time of the policeman's arrival,

I

heard about an incident that hap- doiiig anything wrong.
·I
pened at last Friday's ROTC's
The demonstrator who refused I
Military Ball.
to move was cuffed and taken to
Apparently word spreads quick- the Campus Police station where ..
ly on a tiny campus when protestors . he n::ceived .a ·$100 fine and was !
\,;
'<PHOTO COURTESY OF PHOTO.ITC.NPS.GOV
face po!lce;
released.
· · A group of four Xavier students,
The N_ewswire believes the pro. inspired by a recent lecture by. test against ROTC was wrong- Dubya: Bush (thr$'le snic.ker
I'm writing to co111011u.J;KJ
peace activist and
·· liiiiiiiii
hea.ded.
·
brave
men and women
chronic civil. disThe members
Newswire.
obeyer, Rev. John
of ROTC do a
We've fallen on hard times, ut
I've also heard this "Burzer"
Dear, S.J., st~ged
brave and invalu·
you
at
the
Newswire
are
hard-work(or
whatever) is some irresponable service to the
a small protest
ers,
working
oi:J.
hard
problems,
and
·
sible,
anti-american critic of my
against Xavier's
·c01mtry and the
finding
hard.s~lutions,
hard.
.
··
policies.
·
ROTC and miiiuniversity.
.in
spite of his allegiance to
I
am
impressed,yvith
your
balBut,
tary recruitment.
Since we have
The protestors
a volunteer mili- anced and un-slarited handling ·Of the east-coast, Ivy League educated,
gathered outside
tary, we believe issues ranging from the Gallagher liberal media, the Newswire has had
the entrance to
campus military Center being open 24 hours, to your · the courage to stay the· course and
fight for freedom.
wonderful advice in Doc Talkthe Schiff Family '---~~-:.....,...._ _.:i.....
· .£.;.:;~___..}._'....1 recruitment is perI never knew that's how you get
On a personal note, my daughConfere:;nce CenOXANDFORKUM.coM fectly acceptable,
.ters asked me to tell you ali how
even good~·
· mono.
t~r, where the event was held.
I'm writing this to you from the dreamy your sports editor, Brian
Still, we whole~heartedly supComplaining that the protesclearing Bowsher, is.
·
.
tors ·were di'srupting the· event by port every student's right to protest ranch in Texas where
I can get Barb and Jen's digits so
· blocking pedestrian traffic, ROTC any campus activity he or she stands .some brush. and l;m ·reminded of
something Dick told me about the easy; I got the hook up as my peeps
against.
·
officers notified Campus Poliqe.
·say, he, he, he (wink).
For obvious reasons of public Newswire.
A police officer arrived to find
He said, "You know, if those kids·.
My purpose as president is much
the demonstrators standing next to ·safety, police officers must retain
the entrance way, out of the way of the right to forcibly remove non- were running the country we'd sure like the purpose of the Newswire:
traffic, but ordered the demonstra- . compliant persons. when the·.situa- have a lot more potatoes," and I . we both have to work hard·for the
. tors to move ·about 30 yards down tion demands it, but we fail to see ~greed, saying, "Yup~'potatoes sure . people we represent and inform .
·I. feel safe knowing there are .
how this incident represents. such are good. Now watch.this drive."
the sidewalk regardless.
Temerity, tenacity, and tickled students with such intt;lgrity to
While three of the four complied, a case~
· one student deinonstrator refused to
We believe the arrested demon- are justtliree words I would use to . candidly inform the public, which
move, cl~iming that since he was strator was dealt with unfairly, as describe whatI feel wherilreadthe ·· I know. feels secure under my adstanding beside the entrance rather ·. four ·students peacefully protesting n1.ne:;Hswa.
.
. ..
.•. . . .
tnii:J.istratioii;
.
.
. .
;~ ·: :~: ·::::' -GeorgeW. Bush·
than in front of it, he was impeding with ·fiti:le evidence ·of obstructive
President of the-. United States
In faet, ·I had }Brqyvli)" deliver ·
no one from entering.
·
behavior is hardly a situation that
student· govern-·
artl~t~ written by young dirty brza
What we have is a question of requires the heavy-handed mea- a check to·
two competing stories. Either the sures taken by Campus Police.
The rogue protestor has fold
protestors were or were not impeding traffic and blocking people.from ihe Newswire he .will be meeting
I love meat. I really do~·
If the farmer doesn't kill the
pread, people would say,
with the assistant vice president of
entering the building.
If given a choice. between
cow, a cougar or giant condor will, ·
is; is .the _greatest thing since
No police were there to see. student life to begin an appeal pro-·
and no·one wins. So we might as
atiil~~, ./
·
They only took the infor[l1er's · cess, but curr~ntly under university andbeer,Iwouldchoosebeer.:
would
be
achoicetha:tW.ould~
·
well
get
a
steak
out
of
the
deal.
.
.
Th;:~~
was~·~
~ny
caveman
getword on it, deeming it a disorderly protocol he is guilty until proven
heavily
on
my
mind.
,
Trying
to
force
anything
bu(
'
pissed
off
at
another
caveman
demonstration, then following uni- innocent.. ·
•
What I don't like are anirh
eat'<:iown my throat is a violati . ..
ecause he just clubbed a deer.
versity.procedure-iii, removing. the
Whatever the outcome, we hope
activists.
I
don't
like
being
t'bld·
·
ts
as
a
carniv
Jfyou don't like meat, fine, don't
demonstrators despite the fact that the university proceeds fairness and
that animals are st!ffering for
to t~ll Ill~,.
eat it. If you don't like meat benone of the four were, at least at with reason.
they kil.l ~W.als. Jt d~,~sn't matter. cause it comes from animals, then
Copyright.· 2006
Circulation 3,000 meals.
rm sorry, but.that's where meat
No, tb,ey aren't. Animals are dy- They die l!JldJ eat thelll
Editor in Crunk & Po/ev'au/ter BRYON LORTON
ing
for
my
meals;
and
that.'s
better.
Now,:(ffi~ybe
r~ciI'~d
object
if
comes
from.
Mangling Editor FLAVOR: DA\'E
1
Lets
face
it
people.
Animals
h.ave
beforekill$g;th
'''
'
~
theybroke
Until
someone figures·out.how
Bidness Mammaja BIG BIZNIS
.
a
purpose.
every
be>ri.~-J~n:,
,
arid
then
to
grow
chicken ,nuggets from a
• Advertising Womanager LEENA GAINSTER
Dogs
are
here
for
me
to
pet,
.
poked
it
wj~~s
.,eah,
that
may
bush;
I
will
continue to eat meat
Advertising Assistant ANNTIMONY
for
me
to
ride,
and
.
be
a
bitexc·Js''
from
animals,
straight off the bone
horses
are
here
Supreme Viceroy pj\TRICK LARKIN
cows
are
here
for
ine
to
eat.
.
But
no,;-'.
.
·
.
.
.
.
!does
that.
It's
.
.
if
I
have
to.
.
.
Campus Booze Editors
· Grammer Munkeys
MUA'Y BURBANK
There's no use fighting it; meat meat, peopl~.)~;l~~e:been ·eating
scoarnR. MICHAELCHUCK
-Matt Finger
TIIADDUJ\l./S. r. CllU!11Kl!"S
BINGO
is a part of life.
.
it since before the wheel. Before
Classo/'08
Schwartz Editors
LUX INTERIOR
' BRIAN BOWSHER· . · ·' " ·
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4 bed, 2 bath
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· 4 bed, 2 bath.
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I
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comment on Tuesday, but his
agent; Drew Rosenhaus, released a
statement saying that Blob "is still.
committed to pleasing the students
and young Xavier fans at Cintas
Center," and "is looking forward to
putting this situation behind him."
The X-Treme Fans have yet to
announce' if their annual Blue Blob
Appreciation night will be canceled
due to the hold out.

De~n-.ui~-~~ne'Y

0

ost1'fofl~-·;ltek.s~hw'
'": l - ~)jg) 1-/
us.t~ day after t~nexpect-

ed resi~Jate·filght comedy
legend David Letterman, CBS has
chos.e'ri. Xavier volleyball head
coadffloyd Deaton as the new fulltime host. Deaton's first show will
air on April I at 11 :37 p.m.
While Deaton has limited TV
and stand-up comedy experience,
his comedic personality and unique
sense of humor make him a natural
selection for the job.
"Floyd was really the only
person we considered," said CBS
president Les Moonves:"We came
to an immediate cbnsensus that this
hire would allow -us to transition
seamlessly without los'ing our core
audience."
Terms of the contract were
not disclosed, but it is estimated
to be worth at least $5.5 million
over three years. It was revealed,
however, that the contract stipulates that Deaton will be allowed to
continue in his current position as
head volleyball coach for his 17th
season and beyond. In the event of
a scheduling conft ict, he will be
replaced on a temporary basis by
Xavier women's soccer head'<(oach
Alvin Alexander.

lrF. ?f:'__
?f _
Home Gitg IDB
~·..-

-

ment came after a unanimous vote
by the Board of Trustees late Sunday evening.
"It ·gives us great pleasure to
reintroduce football to Xavier's
docket for the 2006-07 sef;!son,'' said
Graham. "Ever since I arrived at
this university, something has been
missing. I believe that a football
team has been that missing part."
The university dropped its football program after the 1973 season,
citing financial difficulties in maintaining the program. The program
was reportedly losing $200,000
a year.
While official plans have not
been announced, it has been rumored that the Musketeers will play
12 games next season, with home
games taking place at Paul Brown
Stadium, downtown:
"We have .decided to play all·
home games at the Bengals stadium
downtown until a new..football-,
.

~

.

.

'

Paul Brown Stadium is· expected to host at least five honie games this fall.
only stadium can be built on the opponents have yet to be riamed,
comer of Dana and Montgomery," sources close to the newly estabsaid Rogers. She also added that lished program have said that the
the stadium would be financed by Musketeers have signed on to play
alumni donations and possibly a · UC, Miami (FL), andITT Tech
tuition hike.
next seas~n. Dates and locations
"The university is working on of these games will be announced
fin.ancing the stadium," added Rog- at a later date.
ers. "I can't imagine that students
Rumors have also surfaced as
would object to 25 percent tuition to wh~ther or not the Muskies
hike in exchange for actually hav- · will j«?in a conference in coming
ing something to do on Saturday seasons.
afternoons."
While it is unlikely that ·they
The team will jump immediately will join the Atlantic l 0, which is a
to NCAADivision I-A, the highest Division I-AA conference, Rogers
level of collegiate foqtq;ilL
said that the university will actively ;· While the·ajajorify-of Xavier's - .search for a new conference. - .

a

res .for NFL Draft

Buoyed by a partisan crowd
and playing some 20 miles from
their campus, 11th-seeded George
Mason overcame huge disadvantages in size, athleticism and
history on Sunday to stun the
Huskies 86-84 in overtime, ending. a stranglehold that big-time
programs have enjoyed for 27
years in college basketball's biggest showcase.
"I was kidding with one of
my assistants," Larranaga said.
"We're not just an at-large team,
we're an at~extra-large. And if we
win today, we're going to be an atextra-double-large. I can't tell you
how much fun I'm having."
Wait?! This is real?!!Damn!

·Check Us Out·ll

;w,
~?f-

will

.... ~··:

George Mason prepare~
for Final Four

www.homec1ty1ce.c~n:;°

"I expect to have offers from the
Big Ten, Big East and Southeastern
Conferences when I check my email
after this conference. Who wouldn't
want Xavier in their conference?"
Rogers stated confidently.
Ne·ither Graham. nor Rogers
would comment on the potential
head coach, although each agreed
that one
be in place by. Good
Friday.
There will be an open tryout
for current Xavier students (males
and females) next Thursday at the
Intramural field. Candidates are
encouraged to bring their own pads _
and; water. ' . ' .. - - . , . -. -

I
Gity Im~;

PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
Hiring Students Part-Time (Now/) and Full-Time
During Summer

Flexible Hours & GREAT PA YI!
We offer 10-40+ hours/week

EARN UP TO $12.00 PLUS·PER HOUR

Two Great Locations Just Minutes from
Campus!!

Cinti.IN.KY

Forest Park

513-941-0340

513-851-4040

VISIT US ON THE WEB

www. homecityice~co:m.:.

agement -from his teammat.es and
coaches. "I give Will all the credit
in the world," said Xavier head
coach Sean Miller. "He's an amaz~·
ing athlete, an amazing human
being. I saiq all season long that
Will had. a bright future outside
. of basketball .. .I. wish him all the
success iri the world_ on the football
field."
Many insider.s expect Caudle to
be a late~first round or t'.arly-second
round piek. "Teams have just been
licking their chops over Caudle," ·
says ESPN football analyst Ron
.- ·}aworsk~: _.. _"~~·~ the ~os~ _inte1:1se
player I've.ever.seen! I could see.

'

PHOfO COURTESY ENQUIRER.COM

Caudle's high energy and emotional playing style make him a
coveted commodity in. April's NFL Draft.
teams potentially trading picks for see .him in action. "[Caudle] is a
a chance to get him."
guy who hasn't really proven himListed at 6-foot-9, 240 lbs., self yet on the footbaUfield, but his
Caudle's potential at mul~iple po- ability to rally his teammates is just
sitions have him shooting up the incredible," Kornheiser said .
draft boards.
"I mean, have you seen him
Projected as. either a· defensive pound his chest?" added Korntackle, tight end, or cornerback, heiser's ESPN sidekick Michael
Caudle has.scouts drooling at the. Wilbon. "He's like a gorilla!"
thought of the a_thletic big man suitA Caudle· spokesman said the
ing up for their team.next year.
Cincinnati Bengals have expressed
New "Moriday Night Football" little interest. Bengals coach Maranchor and ESPN _network main~ . - vin Lewis cq:uld not immediately be
stay Tony Kornheiserca~'.t w~ffto' ..reached.for:ctininieriL .. ,., ;,;; ..:....
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BA'RGAIN

Dear Mist;e~
Bargain,
I'm working on·.
a theology papef., ·
but I'm ."having
trouble citing my
sources" (Prof
Jeeter).
Frazzled in Mr. Bargain
Cincinnati {OH
45229). .

7

BRIEFS

-·

·· "It seems fitting that God (Gen-· · selection (by citing the sources of
power in Europe."
Andrew Crago, Editor
To use this qu'ote in a paper, all · esis, 1:3) created the oceans (Earth, the sources' sources):
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
most
of)
for
(Webster,
324)
human
!'It
seems
fitting
that
God
[Genyou need to do is inform the reader
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu
(me,
others)
use."·
esis,
1
:.3
·(Jewish
Torah
(various
where you got it. Simply type· the
That much citation is not neces- ancient semitic tribes))] created
author's last name and the page.
sary,
and it may confuse the reader. the oceans [E11rth, most of (Mariumber:
"By the middle of the sixteenth Once you've gone this far, however, gellan (Magellan's mom and dad '
'Midwest Masala'
century,· Spain was the greatest a good rule of thumb is: "Keep go- engaging in sexual intercourse and
power in Europe" (Kishlansky · ing!' One degree of citation is pretty reproducing successfully))] for
good, but let's try citing the sources [Webster, ".324 (history of English
429).
Tickets are now on sale for
dialect throughout modern times
You could also paraphrase the of the sources:·
"Midwest Masala," an upcoming
"It seems fitting that God [Gen- (every person who has ever spoke
selection. This way, you don't have
multicultural intercollegiate dancDear Frazzled in Cincinnati;
to over-extend your.fingers to type esis, 1:3 (Jewish Torah)] created anything remotely close to English
ing competition. Tickets are $10,
Plagiarism is serious issue. It in quotation marks on the keyboard. the 9ceans [Earth, most of (Magel- ever))] human [me, others (mirror,
and only $7 if you have already
encourages dishonesty, lazine$s, Remember, as long as you p~rsonal Ian)] for [Webster; 324 (history of · my eyes and optic nerve (I removed
purchased a Guster ticket. The
English dialect throughout modem and examined my own optic nerve
and could ,get you kicked out of. ize it, it's ncit stealing:
ticket price includes a full Indian
school for good. However, cheat"It's my own opinion that by times)] human [me, others (mirror, with a Phillips screwdriver and
dinner, which will be served at
some sandpaper I found in the
ing typically earns you a rebellious th~ middle of the sixteenth century, my eyes and optic nerve)ruse."
5:30 p.m. The show is at 7 p.m .
. That ~leared things up a bit. If garage,· and I discovered that this
.reputation and a large amount Spain was the greatest power in
on April 8 in Duff Banquet Hall.
yourtheologyprofessoreticourages is the part of me that allows m.e to
of street· creci. Cheating will also Europe" (Ki~hlansky, 429).
Tickets may be purchased in the
help you look more attractive to.
One thing to remember is not . even a minimal amount of citation, see things))].
Gallagher Student Center. For
members of the opposite sex. So, . to use citations too often. It clouds a sentence like that should guaranSee how much better that looks?
more information, contact Sanjeet
it seems that it's a double-edged . your writing. This is especially true tee you at least an A. But why settle That much attention to detail is sure
Grewal at grewals@xu.edu .
.sword. But to answer your ques- . of theology papers. Here is a quote for the A? With ma,ny colleges now to impress your teacher (or at least
using a plus and minus system, I'd induce cerebral collapse and/or sei.ti on,· I '.ve provided some examples from a theology textbook:
of proper in-text c_itation.
"It seems fitting that God created recommend shooting for the A+ zures ... either way, you get an A!).
Here is a paragraph from a Eu- the oceans and animals for human because you 'II need every point you Also, take a look at how much space
Cooking lesson
can to get into a decent law school· it ·fills! You'll be cracking out theo
ropean History textbook:
use."
papers in no time when you learn
"By the middle of the sixteenth
Let's lookathowcitingtoomuch (or seminary).
century, Spain was the ·greatest might make that selection look:
Here is the A+ way to cite this . to cite like Mister Bargain!
The Student Activities Council will sponsor a free cooking
lesson 5-7 p.m. on Moriday in
· the Commons Apartments third
floor common room. Ron Wise
of Rondo's Restaurant, one of
.
/..
"""Al
Cincinnati's top chefs, will be
The following discs are due for release on or before April 3 .. .,
1
teaching students how to make
't •
•
/
a delicious meal with only
Ani DiFranco Carnegie Hall (Righteous Babe) ... Bing Crosby The
'{
.-4 .
Essentials (Big Eye) ... The Cure Pornography (Reissue, Elecktra) ... Daft
instrumentati~~~an'a song struc- ingredients. Students may sign up
now in the SAC office. For more
Punk Musique, Vol. 1: 1993-2005 (Virgin) ... Goo Goo Dolls Let Love In
tures on J!J&ljlllSeif-titled sophomore
information, contact Cate Guent,.,.... releastg'Oes well beyond anything
(Warner Bros.)'." Grand Funk Railroad Greatest Hits (Capitol) ... Herter at guentterc@xu.edu or call the
bie Hancock Blue Note's Greatest Sessions (Blue Note) ... Loretta Lynn·
we are used to. While their 2003
~AC offj.ce at 745~3534 ...
Chronicle~ (Mercury) ... Rainer Maria Catastrophe Keeps Us Together
release, "2000 Spaceships MADE
. (Grunion) ... 'f.I. King (Gi:aiid Hustle/Atlantfo) ... u.s; Bombs ArtKills
of Wickers'ticks," was a murky
(TKO) ... Yeah Yeah Yeahs Show Your Bones (lnterscope)
and electronically-tinged debut,
· this album does a complete 180. ·
. ... All dates are tentative.
pamp synthesizers are replac.ed by
buzzing guitars and glockenspiels.
· Euchre tournament
The vocals, run primarily through
~.~!~:~~~~~~~~~~\'
~~i:~~~:!JE~
vocoder_ on the last album, are now
,,...1.,
.... ..
The Student Activities Council
~f:jj
~l~l
l!Uilt!"S
wn'1•
clear
and bright. If the last album
JOHN HOGAN
,.:I !.tr. i\ !il:I
"·;!fir.
.
5111i 0-:1 l-1
will be sponsoring a euchre tourfelt too dark, then have no fear;
Contributing Writer
nam'ent operi to all students and
David Richards is truly a renais- David Richards seeks to lend you
faculty at 7 p.m. on Saturday in
sance man. After fronting a number a helping hand.
Friday, March 31
Wednesday, March 29
Ryan's Pub. Registration to play
Recorded in their studio on a
of
grindcore bands in his dodgy
·Electric Six
Colett~
begins at 6:30 p.m. The winning
yet productive past, he has made houseboat in Guatemala, the album
@Purgatory
@ Southgate House
team will receive a $50 cash prize.
the jump to more of an expansive, opens with a short folky number
For more information, contact
possibly too inclusive sound. With titled, "Say Goodbye To Auld Lang
Brett Simmons at simmorisb@
Saturday, April 2
Sunday, April 2
a fresh outlook on life and a brand Syne." Borrowing its song title
xu.edu or call the SAC office at
Mushroomhe~d
Van Zant
new backing b~d, the Clif-tones, from the lyrics of the Bee-Gees'
745-3534.
@Bogart's
@U.S. BankArena
his new album is truly an exercise "Black Diamond," it contextually
in ·excess.
prepares you for the rest of the
·Everything from the song titles album, a packed-solid aural explosion. The next three tracks are truly
the meat and potatoes ofthe album,
the true standout tracks. In fact, I
'Lua:u on the River'
would be surprised if the quickpulsed psych-folk epic, "Thanks
There will be a ticket kickFor The Light Up Skill, Mom," isn't
off celebration on Monday on
a major hit by th~ end of the year.
the greenspace ·to celebrate the
However, if there is one thing
"Luau on the River" boat.dance.
David Richards and the merry Clif.The kick-off event will feature
P·IZZA
tones aren't, it's subtle. Perhaps the
free food. For more information;
only downfall of the album is that
email curryra@xu.edu
it never takes a time-out. After the
."Taking Pizza to the Next Level"
first track, everythi~g is a wall of
NOW HIRING!!
sound. In the song, "Spray Paint
. •Servers
ThatAwesome," there are 29 instruProfessional, courteous, attentive, organized, energetic, positive & team-oriented
ments listed in the credits.
Despite the album's minor flaws, .
•Pizza makers·
David Richards arid the Clif-tones
Quality-minded, mature, positive, professional & team oriented
Surfi_ng contest
have produced a fine, and far more
$9.00/hrly,
accessible second effort. Filled to
The Newswire staff will be
•Hostesses
the brim with dense arrangements,
sponsoring
a surfing competition
Outgoing, poi~~d, _mature; attentive, professional & team oriented
complex lyricism, sunshine. and.
at
11
·
a.m.
on Saturday. Buses
.
.
. ·. $9.00/hrly
love, this will be tough to· beat on
leave
Bellarmine
Circle at 10 a.m.
Dewey's is a gourmet, dine;-inj upscale- casual pizzeria in the heart of Oakley Square near Hyde
most critks" end-of-the-year lists.
Competitors
may
register on SatPark. To be a part of something truly unique where excellence is the only acceptable standard call
Beat th~ hype,~ love DR&TC now. . . urday morning, or register early by
731-7755 fol" interview tiines and information.
.
: Che.ck them ou't. at WWW.
calling 745-3122. Fake?
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.MONDAY

WEDNESDAY
March 29

April3

Ifyou want real calendar events,
look elsewhere this week. I suggest the outlets I usuaHy look in,
including the portal, and every
single sign on campus.
Thank you, Candice, for getting bored, googling my name,
and discovering www.angelslight.
org, where another Briana Hansen
has been meticulously expressing
herself through crappy "poetry"
about love and heartache.
·
You have inspired this week's
Calendar City. You deserve a
cookie.
After reading her fantastic
work, I was reminded offeelings I
thought long gone. Feelings I once
had for a creature too amazing to
be called a man. The orily possible
name would be the name the world
has decided upon.:.an ewok.
I write these poems in dedication to you, Senor Ewok.
It was a cold dark sunshinefilled mid-afternoon on a Wednesday when we met at the office. You
wore a turtleneck and turpentine.
It smelled arousing.
It stung my nostrils.
You smelled arousing.
You stung my nostrils.
You looked at me so quickly
with your beady little eyes and
pouty lips. Ju::;t as qui~kly, you
looked away. Had you seen me?
If you like barbeque ribs, there
will 'be a cookout somewhere
around the city at 12:30 p;m.
I remember that day too clearly.
You mumbled. I melted. You spit
up on yourself. I giggled.
It was meant t<:> be.

. As I walk into· the office today~
my stomach in knots knowing I'll.
see your gunk-filled face, lsmell
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, streak across the Academic Mall next.full moon.
curdled milk.
· I think of you.
. I sit down at my desk and start
to enjoy my breakfast of doughnuts .
Apri/j
March 30 ·
· and orange juice. I som·ehow spill
On Thursday I couldr}'t 'get
You play such games with my
juice and sugar all over my hair.. I.
. leave it unwashed .. ·
your scrunched up face out of my
emotions, Ewok! .
mind. I tried.
Speaking of games, the CincinI think of you.
. nati Fire Brigade will he playing
I bought a Furby. It didn't .
I see dishes stacked up to the
Fire Games in downtown Cincinnati
work. I put the .Furby in .a beatceiling, moldy and ·waiting to b<;:
starting at 11 :30 a.m. today.
up brown trash sack with· its face
done in the break room.
Some people ·say you stink,
Why? Why can't I get your
sticking through. It couldn't hold
I think of you.
bu_t 1lo.ve your stench.
smell off my clothes wh.en I simply ·
a candle to your beauty.
."A Talk about Personal Hygiene" ·
. For all you out-of-season ath- ·
I know I'm a fan of baseball. walk by your office? Why can't
will happen in Gallag_her at 6 p.m ..
letes looking for an outlet for your Go see the Sharks versus the Jets at I get my emotional outbursts off
conditioned bodies; try Quiddich! · 7:30 p.m. tonightunderthe lights at ~y mind days after they've come
Tryouts for Xavier's newest in- Corporation Inc. Stadium~ It will be about? How can l speak to you,
Ewok, and really know that you've
tramural sport will be held on the the bombdiggity.
. April 4
·...
. greenspace, today from l 0 a.m.
Inspired by your nearly-inau- listened?
Our time nears an end. !hear.·
I've spoken to you directly. You
dible .syllable, I decided to take a
you've been transferred.to another
until 4 p.m.
department. .
··
answer me with the cryptic, "Eh;"
Let me hold your furry hands · big risk.·
and scratch your hairy ears. I
To learn how to be cryptic, stop .
Is this goodbye?
It was all or nothing. I wanted
know I'm not an ewok, but we can· all or nothing. Life with you was by Soupie's Fine Dining Establish~
Why can't it be hello?;
Is there somewhere we could
work this out.
all I could ever ask for: Life without ment at 11 p.m.
exist in-between?
you meant nothing..
I took the plunge. I asked you
You· walk bY.me one last time
.on a Tuesday: You carried all your.
to eat lunch with me .. I had no idea·
March 31 · · ·
April 2.
how you would respond.
wor~dly belongings in your stout,
I can't think of a good reason forry arms. You don't look up
·Was I being too bold?
I'll never forget Friday for as
Were you just leading me on · to get out 9f be~ today. I sit. at me. · Is it because you're erillong as I live: IL was Lhe first Lime
Alone. Not alone, but rather with barassed by your feelings, too?
we spoke to each other. I walked with your syllables of lust?
my thoughts. Th~y're worse'than
But a miracle happened.
Trouble with time management
past you at your desk
complete loneliqess.
and following through? Attend the .
You stopped gnawing on your
You looked up.
If you think my poetic writing · "Business Workshop" at a yet to be
Then, you spoke the sweetest right front paw-isn't it funny how
is bad, that's fine. You're entitled 'determined time and place.·
words I've ever heard. In an in- we remember details?-and you
to your opinion. But I won't listen
·
EWok, you stop. for a moment
nocent, almost inaudible tone, you answered me.
unless you cari do better.
You shrugged your shoulders
and turn around. I ·wait for your .
. looked at me and said, "Eh."
· To get better; you should attend precious last luscious words. You
.,
Eh. Eh? Eh! There \'{as so much and said, ~'Eh." ·, ·
.a
Poetry Workshop in Cintas Center say, simply, "Eh."
It was the ITlost glorious McNug.
meaning wrapped into that one
at
4 p.m. with Billy Shakey.,.
get Happy Meal I. have ever. eaten.
What does that even mean?!
syllable!
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For classifieds information, call Ann Tassone at745~3561 or email her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

General
Xavier Advocates are available
24 hours to provide confidential
support, information and advocacy to survivors of harassment, sexual assault, relationship violence
and/or stalking. Call 872-9259
and ask for a Xavier Advocate.
Everybody's . Records and
CDs. Voted the best of the Cincinnati area with the larget selection
of new and used records and CDs.
Specializing in rock, alternative,
hardcore, hip-hop, R&B, punk,
indie, jazz, blues and · country.
We carry music, DVDs, posters,
stickers, buttons and magazines.
6106 Montgomery Road at Ridge.

For Rent
1015 Dana - large apartments
available for 2006-07! Wireless
internet, secure entry, off-street
parking, laundry, across from
Two bedroom/$595,
campus!
4 bedroom/$1,200, and 6 bedroom/$1,400.
Call 886-3710.
Four, five and seven bedroom
houses still available. All near
campus, including one on popular Wayland Avenue.
Houses
are updated and spacious, with
nice kitchens and baths, A/C,
free laundry and parking. . Great
landlord! Call Matt at 290-9291.
WOW! Across from campus.
Wonderful studios; one, two, and
three bedroom fantastic apartments. For photos or information, email cincivegan@juno.com.

Fun and rewarding summer job
opportunities in Cincinnati! · En- joy the outdoors while. leading and
teaching children recreational
activi~·
·
ties as a.summer day camp counsel-.·
or. Weekdays from.9:30 a.m. io 3:30 ·
p.m. Positions include archery, arts
and crafts, maintenance, male group
counselors, swimming instructors
(current lifeguarding required; WSI
preferred), team sports and. other
House for rent .at 2233 Cleneay.
of
CinCinactivity
leaders. Cai:np session goes
Come
work
with
one
Available July· 2006, three to four·
nati's
favorite
Reds,
Tracy
.Jones
of
from
June
19 to July 28. Pre-camp
bedrooms, kitchen and bath, close
Amerigroup
Mortgage!
Work
part.
work
available
in May; .·staff trainto campus, laundry on site, $950/
month. . Call Tom at 769-5240. time with varying shifts to fit your ing on two weekends (5/27 arid 6/3).
schedule anq receive weekly . and Cincinnati location near Winton
Muskie Corner: Five houses two blocks monthly bonuses working in our Woods. Call Camp· Wildbrook at
from campus, 2, 3 and 4 bedrooms. marketing department. We will pro- 931-2196 or email campwildbrook@
Large houses, walk to campus, other vide· any necessary training so that cinci.rr.com.
student housing immediately next door. you receive,valuable industry knowlNAHT, a non-profit organization
Laundry, fully equipped kitchens. Call edge of the mortgage business, and
·616-3798 or ·421-9421 or email provide you with room for advance- in the affordable housing arena, is
cit545@hotmail.com for ·information. ment! Start making $12 to $20 an seeking an individual to·. provide
hour today! Short drive to Kenwood administrative support in our Cin:
Towne
Center exit off Montgomery .cinnati office. This internship is
Large one to six bedroom apartments
Road.
·call
Bill or Michelle at 842- ,particularly appropriate for those
available. Located on Dana Avenue:
6094
or
842-0115!
Start yourself pursuing a degree in real estate,
Heat and water paid,· . hardwood
floors, fireplaces, free off-street park- on the path to a great career now! city/urban planriirig, finance or other
related fields of study. . Duties ining available, · porches, cable/high
Dependable, · loving,· fun per- clude cpnducting basic l;lnalysis of
speed Internet ready; coin laundry,
various ·
furnishings
. avail- son needed to care for 4- al')d property, financial . performance,
able, quick walk to campus! 8-year-old this summer. · Refer- and researching project i11formaCall
673-4946
or
email ences and good transportation re- tion through local, state and federal
k u nt z ha@ gm a i I.com quired. Email: hkerr@cinci.rr.com. resources. This person will also be
responsible for administrative activiPart-time summer child care ties such as copying,.filing, and docGreat No~ood apartment·available
less than one mile from campus .. Duplex needed for a great six-year-old boy umentation. Requirements include:
that can be rented wit~ 2, 4, 5 or 6 bed- during weekdays in Amberley Vil- proficiency in . Microsoft Office
rooms. Fully compliant with Norwood lage; one or two days a .week. Must suite, demonstrated ability to work
housing codes. New siding, windows, have references, own transporta- independently, and prior experience
driveway. Positive student references tion, and enjoy playing sports, read- in a position requiring attention to
available. Available June I. Email ck- ing, swimming, etc. Call 351-9949 detail. If interested, please send renippen@yahoo.com or call 708-5287, . or email bethagin@cinci.rr.com. sume to humanresources@na~t.org.
3814Flora!Avenueavailablefor200607 school year! Four bedrooms, two
full baths, one half bath, central air, free·
laundry, new carpetthroughout house,
wired for Internet in each bedroom,
deck. Be the first students to live in
this single family home. $1,400/month
plus utilities. Call Matt at 288-8602 or
kelaproperties@hotmail.com for tour.

Eight bedroom, three bath, two
kitchen mansion. Newly updated,
painted (January 2006). Hardwood
.
d'1shwas.hers, g. d'1sposa
.. . 1s,.. 8fl oors,.
caroff-streetparkirig.Coveredporch;
basketball court (February 2006),
motion sensors, $350/person. Heat,
electric included! Available June 1,
2006. Call Scott at (310) 383 _1122.

· ·Help Wanted

Babysitters needed for Cincinnati families.
Starts $8/hour.
Work arqund classes.
Must
.have ·experi'ence· ba·bysi'tti'ng. an·d
own transportation.
Apply ·. at
www.TheSitterConnection.com.
Math tutors wanted!.. Mathnasium is lookirig for tutors at its West
Chester center to work with kids in
grades 2-12. Tutors start at $8/hour.
Spring . and summer opportunities
are availabie.. Call · 759-MATH ..
Summer day camp located north of
Cincinnati is hiring fori::ertified lifeguards over the age of21 and camp
counselors. .All necessary training
provided. Great hours, excellent
pay and a fun rewarding summer ·
experience. Call Shay_ at 623-8241.
Xavier professor seeks experienced
babysitter for six-year-old boy this
summer. Twenty to thirty hours per
week. Can be somewhat ,flexible
about days of the week and number of hours. References. and transportation required .. Call 474-6455.
Sitters
wanted:
Average
$10 per hour.
Register free
. for jobs near campus or home.
Visit
www.student-sitters.com.
Summer employment - College .Pro is now hiri'ng · painters
to :Wor)( outdoors with other students. Earn $3,000 to $5,000. Advancement opportunities! 1-888277-9787.
wWw.collegepro.com

